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Annual General Meeting
NEW Chairman – Keith Proctor
NEW Membership Secretary – Ian Duncalf
A message from Keith; At the 2020 AGM I
gave up the role of Membership Secretary that I
Ian
had held since 2011/12, and handed it over
to Ian Duncalf who I believe is much better qualified to improve and
update the system to allow online membership application and
renewal. I took on the role of chairman but I’m still not sure how this
all came about! So this is my first official post in the NKG magazine.
This year I think will be described as an “annus horribilis” for the
disruption of everyday life as we know it. I fear that for a lot of people,
life will never be the same again. We have never experienced this
before. But if we all follow the guidelines about staying at home,
washing hands, keeping your distance from others we can pick up
our kite-flying again, possibly later this year and if not then next year.
Good luck and good health to you all and your loved ones in the
weeks and months ahead.

Items for sale – update
Last year I sold a large number of kites and kite
related items gifted by Leslie Dodds. The proceeds
were all donated to Cancer Research UK and I
eventually received two certificates to record the
amounts donated.
I eventually wound up the sale to NKG members via
the website as most folk seemed to have bought
what they wanted and started instead to sell on
Ebay. Exactly the same prices but with the extra cost
of postage. I only put a sub-set of items on Ebay and
sold quite a few items this way. The Ebay sales go
directly to Cancer Research UK and there is no
feedback for these items. I fully intended to continue
with this during this year but the recent pandemic
has curtailed this. However once this present
emergency has finished I will once again start to sell
through Ebay. At the appropriate time I will publish a
list of what is available.
May I take this opportunity to thank all those who
contributed to this sale and hope that you enjoy your
purchases. Len Royles

Keith with outgoing
Chairman Len Royles

Len stood down as
Chairman after six
years but will continue
to play an active part
in the Group by taking
the childrens’ rainbow
delta kites to festivals.

Our Treasurer
John Whymark
has indicated
that he will be
standing down
from the role at
the 2021 AGM.
If you have experience of bookkeeping and spreadsheets and
are interested in becoming our
Treasurer please will you contact
John who will explain more about
what is involved.
kiterjohn@virginmedia.com

In Memoriam

Steve Palmer

On Tuesday 10th March Steve Palmer, finally lost his three and a half year battle with lung
cancer. Steve fought to the very end, but got weaker over past few months. He died
peacefully, at home, with Lynne beside him, with their close friend Emma supporting them
to the end.
Steve was one of the first West Coast Kite Club members, initially flying a plastic Superman
kite, moving on to a Flexifoil, then stunt kites and latterly he was a Rev flier.
Together with ten other West Coast Kite members, Steve became part of Flying Circus, a
kite and circus skills group, who travelled the North West, putting on displays, hosting St
Annes Kite Festival and many other events through the 1990s. As years passed, Flying
Circus became Kite Collective. Together with many NKG fliers they continued to host lots of
events; at Wirral, Morecambe and at Last Drop village. Throughout this time Steve, a
skilled electrician, was the group technician (lighting, music and quartermaster) and was
often complimented for his wide range of "flying" music, liberally laced with his favourite
Pink Floyd. ”Learning to fly “ by Floyd was a must, at every event.
Over recent years, mainly due to Lynne’s arthritic problems, Steve flew kites less, but
despite getting weaker, he flew briefly at last years’ Garstang Ice Cream Fair, when he
enjoyed meeting up with his NKG friends.
Steve was a funny, gentle man, always helpful and known amongst friends as “gadget
man”. Aside from kiting he introduced many to the secret life of nesting blue tits, through his
nest box camera site and had been a popular tour guide at Marsh Mill, Thornton, in recent
years .
Lynne wrote: “to say he will be missed, is inadequate. My heart is broken, but I give thanks
that he struggles no more. He wasn’t ready to go, we still had lots of dreams to fulfil; he had
many projects to fathom, places to go, people to see…. But his battle is over. Thanks Steve
for being the special man you were.”
Steve will be missed by many NKG members, especially the “old timers.” A memorial
service date has been provisionally set for October 6th.

NKG Events Liaison Volunteer
After over 15 years as Events Liaison Volunteer Jim Potts has let us know
that he will be standing down at the next AGM. Those who have seen behind
the scenes will know what a pivotal role Jim has played in developing a
successful kite-flying presence at a variety of kite festivals in our area.
Thanks for all you have done, Jim!
So, we are now looking at how best we can provide this key liaison service. It
may be that one person would like to take over the whole role; or maybe
several people might step forward and each offer to take on the liaison role
for a single event. We are open to ideas from anyone who thinks they may be
able to help.
Jim has been the key person liaising with event organisers from the first
suggestion of an event, carrying out site visits to assess site suitability,
through to negotiating an appropriate budget, liaising with the committee to
agree budget allocation, inviting named fliers and developing a programme.
He has kept in touch with organisers throughout this process and supplied
them with appropriate documentation and publicity material along the way.
Communication with the organisers on the day/s of the event, together with
reviewing the success of the event and suggesting improvements for future
years, have also been a vital part of this role.
If you are interested in finding out more about the role, then please speak to
Jim Potts direct (email jimandnessa.potts@gmail.com or phone 07860
822211). Jim will keep the committee uptodate on any ideas as they develop.

A decade of kiting memories
Peter and Sarah Bindon
One of our other main hobbies outside flying kites is landscape photography
and at this time of year many photographer friends are posting a
retrospective of some of their best work over the last twelve months.
However, this year being the start of a new decade it made us think of
sharing some of our best kiting memories from the last ten years.

2010
We visited Berck Sur Mer for the full week for the third time back in 2010
with our two boys, Thomas and George. We’ve got great memories of
sitting in the corner of one of the kite arenas with the British contingent flying
kites on each of the days. Whilst there we have made some lifetime friends
from Europe and beyond. For those who haven’t been then the final
Saturday is something to behold with literally hundreds of thousands of
people visiting the beach resort to see the festival.

2011
We were spending the week after the Whitley Bay kite festival with Bryn and Lesley Baggaley in our
caravans at Leyburn. We had gone out for a drive to Masham (well known for its two breweries) and
found a poster in a shop window for a kite festival happening just outside Pateley Bridge that coming
Saturday in aid of a charitable foundation. With two cars full of kites we offered our services and in
return got a field to camp in free and an even bigger field to fly in high on the hills above Nidderdale.
A fabulous weekend of flying with some superb views and even better memories.

2012
We’d been invited by Pauline
Taylor to attend a display being
put on in Skegness. Strong
winds dominated but we still
were able to fly. One kite not
only could cope in such
conditions but that seemed to
prove a great hit at the time
was one of Kelvin Woods’
butterflies. Originally designed
by Didier Ferment, this was a
kite Kelvin seemed to make his
own and plenty of us flew them
en masse at festivals.

2013
With Lesley unable to go, Bryn Baggaley invited me to join him on the trip to Ostend. Daisy, Bryn and
Lesley’s beloved maxi teddy, coped well before the very windy conditions set in. So windy somebody
was even flying a plastic chair! The evenings saw a visit to the famous Koekoek restaurant for chicken
and some great company – most of the British fliers seemed to end up there.

2014
We returned to Bedford in 2014 for another challenging kite
festival. The challenge is the ability to fly kites in an arena
surrounded by trees. In fact famously you can fly back to back to
another flier there both with kites in different directions. So to get
an inflatable up in the air is seldom achieved well. In this case a
superb kite from Gerard Clement won the day.

2015
Many will remember the St Annes festival as being, as football
pundits say, a game of two halves. The Sunday was so wet the
water seemed to be coming up from under the sodden sand.
However Saturday was a fabulous day with perfect winds and a
super display put on by all involved.

St Annes 2015

2016
Another invite from Pauline Taylor saw us travel to the Roman fort of Birdoswald on Hadrian’s Wall for
three days of flying at this historic site. I’m not sure the centurions would have seen the range of
kites flown by those invited but the scenery would have been just as glorious back then. What a
backdrop.

2017
The year saw us return to Morecambe for the first time in many years and was (in)famously the year the
tide came all the way in. Those who attended will remember Craig Harby suitably donned in a wetsuit
flying his equally suitable Martin Lester Diver. However when the sea did turn then we all rushed to put
on a fabulous display.

2018
This year at
Bridlington saw the
debut of our custom
coloured maxi Gecko.
Which looked superb
against the blue sky
but it flying in the
evening light on the
Friday at St Annes
really stands out in the
mind as probably the
best night flight we’ve
been involved in. The
rest of the festival was
pretty special as well.

2019
The producers of BBC Countryfile Live asked us to put on a small display of inflatable kites at Castle
Howard during their event. We were requested to put on a show for those arriving in the morning and
when they left in the afternoon. Whilst the time in between was our own to visit the show, we chose
to continue flying. In fact on one of the days Sarah and I were enjoying ourselves so much we found
that we had flown for well over 12 hours ending in our maxi whale beating the low evening winds and
getting up in the air for the sunset.
So here’s to another decade and some more memories of kites and fliers, both new and old
friends.
To see more memories please visit www.peterbindon.com
Best wishes for 2020 and beyond
Peter & Sarah Bindon

Craig and
Keith’s trip
to SE Asia
8 planes
3 ferries
4 festivals

and home by the
skin of their teeth!
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The trip was originally
Singapore
a month long, four
INDONESIA
festival tour but a
Sumatra
spanner was thrown in
the works by the
decision by the
Malaysian Government
to cancel the largest festival on the circuit in Pasir Gudang because of Coronavirus. Undeterred
by that and the prospect of regional airlines cancelling flights Craig Harby and Keith Proctor set
off to go it alone if necessary. They had paid for their airline tickets so thought they may as well
use them. They flew out on 20 February with Qatar Airlines, through Doha to Singapore,
meeting up there with Derek Kuhn and other international fliers heading to the only kite festival
on the tour that was still taking place in the provincial city of Satun in southern Thailand – the
40th Satun International Kite Festival, attended by 115,000 visitors.
After a gruelling four days flying, including a typhoon which wrecked
many kites, the hosts Ron and Baew Spaulding treated the
international flyers to a few days on a nearby paradise island of Koh
Lipe in the Andaman Sea. It was there that the three heard about a
kite festival just over the border with Malaysia in a city called Perlis.

Keith and Craig
representing England
at Satun,Thailand
Koh Lipe

The Perlis festival took place alongside what was described
as similar to the Countryfest show including stalls, games,
agricultural equipment and the like. The local kite fliers were
absolutely delighted to have them join their festival and were
extremely hospitable, treating them to the highest standards,
akin to rock stars, feeding them and taking them on
Perlis
excursions around the Perlis area.

The next leg of the tour took them (including other international fliers) through the country’s
capital Kuala Lumpur and a flight to the city of Johor Bahru, (capital of the state of Johor), from
where they had airline tickets to Sibu in Sarawak the following day.
Sarawak is one of the thirteen regional states in Malaysia and the small town of Kabong were
holding their third annual kite festival (or Pesta Layang-Layang Kabong) on the beach. The
reduced international contingent (representing England, Wales, Ukraine, Austria and Australia)
were made all the more welcome for having travelled the visit to their town.

On the first evening of the Kabong festival the
local fliers held a barbecue Sarawak style, which
involved stuffing mutton together with garlic, herbs
and spices inside a bamboo stem before placing it
in the embers of the fire. Local dancers performed
the Warrior Dance.

Sarikei Kite Museum

They visited a kite museum in nearby
Sarikei to see the making and decoration
of traditional Malay kites. Some more
photographs are shown on the next page
but it is also worth visiting Smilefactor10
Facebook page.

Sarikei Kite Museum

Next stop Labuan, a federal territory island just off the coast of Sabah, Borneo. They flew from
Sibu to Kota Kinabalu and then caught the Memumbok Ekpress, a two hour coach trip to the
port and from there a fast ferry to Labuan, settling themselves in at a very smart hotel and spa
with it’s own beach, just right for kite flying. One of the differences between Labuan and the rest
of Malaysia is that the licensing laws allow the sale of beer and other alcoholic beverages. This
was to be their base for the next week!

The Memumbok Ekpress

Flying on the hotel beach

It is now time to describe their journey back home to the UK. To put things in context, while they
were away coronavirus came to Europe and it now appeared to be safer to be in Asia than the
UK. But airlines and governments in Asia were reacting to the situation there by cancelling flights
and imposing travel bans on visitors. Remember that our fliers had tickets back to the UK from
Singapore. Firstly they had three direct flights to Singapore cancelled and had instead to fly to
Kuala Lumpur to get a transit flight from there. Once in KL, four out of six flights to Singapore
were cancelled during the course of the morning. Eventually they got a Singapore bound flight
where on arrival it was touch and go whether they would be allowed into the country as they
arrived eight hours after Singapore imposed lock-down to all UK nationals.
At Singapore Immigration
they were originally given
a stark choice between
signing a contract to stay
in isolation in Singapore
for 14 days or being
deported back to where
they had come from.
They were stuck in a
room with a lot of
unhappy people all in a
similar situation.
However, they argued
their case and
succeeded in getting a
24 hour visa granted on
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the basis that they
would be leaving the
country on a flight 8
hours later. This
allowed them time for
a quick tour of
Singapore with local
kite friends Johnny,
Maggie and Tommi.
Well there was a
happy ending, they
did get home, safe and
well, to find the UK a
different place than
when they left it four
weeks earlier.

SKYBUMS PROFILE
Paul and Helene Morgan have been designing and
building high quality, high performance kites in Shropshire
since 1986. Both Paul and Helene went to Shrewsbury Art
School before going to art college. Paul took a course in
Illustration and graphic design in Cambridge and Helene
studied fashion and textiles along with business studies in
Brighton. In 1982, just before the birth of their second son
Dominic, they took their 2 year old son Jonathan on
holiday to the coast and bought an inexpensive plastic octopus kite. Jon had as much fun
splashing in puddles and eating sand but the kite was flown all day and they became hooked.
From that day forward kites became a bigger part of life until, in 1986, Morgan Kites was set up
and they started selling kites to the public and other kite retailers. In 1991 they wrote "The Book
of Kites"(see note) and in 1992 changed the company name to Sky Bums to coincide with the
opening of their shop in Shrewsbury. By 1995 they decided shop-keeping was not for them and
returned to what they do best - designing and building kites. Paul and Helene still work full time
from home and produce all their kites themselves. They can also be found on the field at festivals
most weekends throughout the summer. So if you want a kite or just friendly help and advice visit
their website: www.skybums.com
NOTE:. Paul and Helene’s book is in the NKG Library and available for loan

ALAN POXON
Well, things have changed quite a bit in the last few months, since the last newsletter. Instead
of looking forward to a new season of kiteflying, meeting friends, and visiting lovely places, I
currently have no work, no kiteflying, no commentaries, no kite workshops, and we're staring
at our own four walls.
Because the village school is closed and families are at home, I've made some Sled
kitemaking kits, so that they could be taken home to entertain everyone. A few have also
been posted around the country, but it looks as though even this may now be frowned upon.
We certainly are experiencing unprecedented circumstances.
So, all I've been doing is joining-in with our local initiative to entertain local families by putting
pictures in your windows, but instead I've been hanging different banners in the garden all
week. This week it's Rainbows (next week Sunshine).
The forthcoming weeks will be much like my weeks when I don't have work to go to; tidyingup, corresponding, and making kite-related 'stuff'. As I reported in the last magazine, there are
products available, listed on the website,
Stake In The Grass,
Wooden Winders,
Sport Kite flying Straps,
Line Hold-alls, Line Balancers, ...and more besides.
Everybody stay safe; We look forward to flying with you all again soon. Alan & Becky.
Website
email
phone

www.kitemaker.co.uk
alan@kitemaker.co.uk
07989 441476

Our front garden displays

Annual Kite Making Competition at the AGM
There were six entries for the kite building competition:
Ian Duncalf put forward a red Rokakku (which had won the rok competition at St Anne’s in
2019) as well as a dual line Gizmo kite from Stunt Kites I book.
Mike Rourke came with one of the twelve swallows that he had made, based around a Spirit
of Air red kite, and also a green and pink Pelebox scaled up from a design by Peter Lynn.
Sarah Kay entered a pink and blue Urban Ninja and a highly vented four line “string” based
around the design of a Revolution kite.
After a show of hands by members, the Mary & Jack Cunningham Kite Building Cup was
presented to Mike Rourke for the Pelebox.

"String" Quad Kite
by Sarah Kay

WINNER Mike Rourke with his
Pelebox

Ian Duncalf with
his Rokakku

Sarah said: “the instructions for the Urban Ninja are freely
available online. The kite itself is straightforward to make; but it
took many times of reading through the instructions to understand
the significance of each note. I have heard some people say that
the Ninja is not an easy kite for a novice kite maker to attempt, but
I would dispute that - the kite is easy; it's just the instructions that
aren't! “
https://www.horvath.ch/en/the-urban-ninja-kite-plan/

Sarah with her
Urban Ninja

REPORTS FROM OTHER UK KITE GROUPS: WHITE HORSE KITE FLIERS

Alicja Szalska from Poland
Swindon Kite Workshop
Alicja comes from a family of kite makers and lives in
Gdansk in Poland. She was recently invited by the White
Horse Kite Fliers to come to the United Kingdom and run a
workshop making her fabulous Ciquare Kite. The workshop
took place over two days in a college in Swindon.
The Ciquare

Alicja’s writes...The Swindon workshop was the first kite making workshop for adults that I
have done, so I was quite worried about it. And the more I’m satisfied with the outcome.
Definitely a path I will want to continue, as I really enjoyed it.
Efficient correspondence with the workshop organizers, two weeks of preparations, two very
emotional days, good food and hard work have led to brilliant results.
Participants had 6 different sail patterns and 19 fabric colours to choose from. I prepared a
form, which they used to make their choices and it worked well.
Some of the participants got in touch with me directly to check the colours or to modify the
patterns variations. After everybody made their choices I started to prepare their kits. The kit
included all parts needed for the kite and tail, as well as for the kite and tail bags plus full size
printed templates and instructions manual. All circles, dacron reinforcements, tail strips, sails
were pre-cut, as well as bridle lines and other small parts.
15 out of 17 kites were completed, kite no. 16 needs sewing on the tail. Among the participants
there was Simon, for whom it was the first kite made by hand and he managed to finish the kite
and the bags as well!.
Everybody also had time for socialising, which I believe was as important as the actual kites
making.

(with thanks to Paul Chapman)

More information about
Alicja’s kites and
workshops can be
found at

Workshop participant Jacqui
Mountjoy from Kent said, “the
kite kits that Alicja made up
were so professional; a
fantastic weekend of fun.”

www.szalsky.eu

I want to dedicate this special workshop to Nick Kiffin, who was with us on
the first day and unfortunately passed away during the weekend. I finished
his kite here in Poland and posted it back to his family in England.

Making and Flying Fighter Kites
by Philippe Gallot
Dating back to 1990, this is a gem of a book for
anyone who is intrigued by the steerable single
line kite that is the fighter kite.

BOOK REVIEW

It is a clear and well-thought out book that
includes many photos and drawings of various
styles of fighter kite, together with dimensions,
making it ideal for anyone wanting to make
their own fighter. There are also tips on choice
of materials for sail, frame and line, as well as
suggestions for flying your kite and trying
various fighter kite "games".
An added bonus are 30 year old photos of two
kite fliers from The Decorators Team - Felix
Mottram and Jacob Twyford - as well as a
photo featuring Paul and Helene Morgan.
Surely none of them is old enough to have
been kiting 30 years ago!
It really is a nice book!
Sarah Kay

The series of articles “Life of a Kite Trader” by Tony Dane will
resume in the next edition. Tony and Marie are both well but
stranded in Spain, advised by the British Consulate to return to
the UK but unable for now to find a flight home.

My New Kite ….Tails

by John Ellerton

My first ever kite was a Peter Powell stunter, which looked lovely in the air with a tube tail
attached. When I started trying to fly two 2-line kites together, I bought a cheap set of flat tails
from China, as I think they look so much better in the air with tails. Although these look OK, I
still have that picture in my head of my Peter Powell stunter with a tube tail. Tube tails seem
very hard to find on the internet - they seem to be never in stock or are much shorter than I
would like. So I decided to make my own. I used a lightweight ripstop nylon, and to match my
kites, did alternate black and yellow sections. It was very repetitive and as I was making two
tails, I repeat myself and say it was very, very repetitive! To create the “tube” I inserted a zip
tie, which seems to work very well. Each tail is 70 feet long, and it should be relatively simple
to extend them, should I wish to do so.

And in the sky, I think they look really effective

I have found that with the end section being yellow, it picks up all the sand and mud and I
have now added another black section which does not show the dirt as badly.

Questionnaire Challenge with Sarah Bindon
Best flying field: Anywhere that we have lots of space to fly and a great view! Castle Howard
was amazing last year.

If you could choose what would your super power be? It would have been to fly but that
almost happened to me 18 months ago and I didn’t like it so it would be to have a protective
shield around me so that I can’t get hit by loose kites!
What is your guiltiest pleasure? Spending Peter’s money!
Apart from kite flying what else rocks your boat? Knitting, reading, fell walking,
photography and spending Peter’s money!
What was your dream when you were growing up? To have a horse!
What is the most important lesson life has taught you? To run faster and to keep smiling!
What is your earliest memory? Standing on a flat roof watching the Red Arrows fly over us
in Germany.
Which living person do you most admire, and why? People who devote their lives to help
others especially all the key workers at this difficult time.
What is your biggest regret (that you can share!)
Not taking up a job offer on a ranch in Canada
Who would play you in the film of your life?
Judy Dench
What is your kiting ambition in the next 12 months?
At this very moment to get out of self isolation and fly a kite!

Judi Dench

National Treasure

KAP Rig Building by Alan Poxon
I first got interested in Kite Aerial Photography when my Cousin came to see some kites and
met another KAPper. A keen photographer himself, he immediately wanted to know everything
there was about Kite Aerial Photography, and quickly acquired a double-parasled kite, a
Brookes picavet rig, and suitable camera.
If you are particularly interested in the topic, a longer and more detailed explanation is
available on my website atwww.kitemaker.co.uk , on the “More Kites” page under Kite Aerial
Photography. I would also be happy to answer anyquestions you might have, if I possibly can.
After being bombarded with questions from
my cousin, it peeked my own interest, and I
started building a makeshift picavet out of
scrap, and adopted a camera my cousin had
already outgrown in his quest for better aerial
photographs. The first few rigs weren't brilliant
but very useful learning tools.
While the Mk.4 rig was again made from bits
lying around the kite workshop it performed
reasonably well, it wasn't particularly
sophisticated or lightweight, although I picked
bits that were fit for purpose. These included an
old plastic bottle, an empty kite line Reel, some
pulleys from a paraglider I cut up for ripstop nylon
(it had crashed and had a huge tear that couldn't
be repaired), nuts and bolts, string etc.
It looks pretty Heath Robinson and flimsy, but continues to perform well, and even has a few
unintended advantages. I normally use a piece of tube to wind up the cord of the picavet,
winding down from the top of the lines and securing the wrap on top of the rig between the
pulleys, but if you're outside and in a rush, you can always just wrap the lines around the reel
and you're away. Also, because the frame is thin plastic, it has a certain amount of flexibility,
which can save a jarring bump to the camera in a rough landing. The plastic deforms and acts
as a shock-absorber.
In the last 6 years I've taken some really good pictures with my first camera, a rugged Pentax
W90, but I've since splashed out on a Panasonic Lumix GM1, which can take much better
pictures, although it doesn't fit on the first picavet rig particularly well. I've had great ideas
about a better, radio-controlled platform that I can tilt & rotate, but to be honest the old one
was really simple, effective, and is a lot less trouble. So I decided to build another 'cheapy'
that would fit the Lumix. This is the build, if you're interested in one for yourself, for very little
money (plus a camera).
Taking this last plus-point from the Mk,4, I decided to start with another handy-sized plastic
bottle, that was hopefully a little tougher than the one I used before.

Measured against the camera, it is the right size, and
able to be cut in a way to protect the lens of the camera
from underneath, should it ever land in an unplanned
manner. Use a sharp blade & care to cut the shape out;
if unsure, make sure you cut wide of the mark and trim
back with strong scissors. I also kept some of the base
of the bottle to add extra rigidity to the camera platform
and make a 'back' to the camera, but had to subsequently
trim it to allow access to the camera controls.

The hanger of the camera mount is another part of the bottle,
I chose the ribbed area around the top in the hope that it
would provide more rigidity.
The last one wasn't stiff enough and had to be reinforced
With thin wooden slats. As it turned out, this one wasn't
strong enough either (the camera is a fair bit heavier), so I
shaped a couple of wooden slats again and stapled them in
place.

It is worth noting at this point
that there's been a bit of
additional work along the way.
So that I can make the
picavet level, I worked out the
balance of the camera, both
laterally, front to back and
side to side, and also
vertically (effectively finding
the centre of gravity). This
meant I had to mount the
camera slightly to the left,
looking from the front to make
it balance sideways, and quite
a long way back to balance it
front to back. The C.O.G.
vertically dictates how high
the pivot holes at either side
of the platform base will be.

Centre of Gravity

As I mentioned, the Mk4 rig had to be
strengthened with wood because it was too
bendy, and as it turned out, this one was
the same. Some may say at this point 'why
not use aluminium strip' which would be
much stronger. True, but from my tests,
although it feels light, the aluminium is
approximately half as heavy again as the
wood. The wood had to be shaped to fit the
plastic profile, and was glued temporarily
(because nothing sticks well to plastic
bottle), and then stapled with a staple
gun. This is like paper staples but from a
more powerful gun, & the points have to be
bent over with pliers to finish off. It makes a
very lightweight fixing.
Remember that you need a 1/4” hole and
screw in the base to fit the tripod mount
under the camera (from a camera shop).
The top cross-piece has been made from
thin plywood this time around I created the
shape on computer and then printed it on
paper, stuck it on, and used a fretsaw/scroll saw. The slots on the image have been cut to allow
tie-wraps to secure the pulleys. Remember whether you use eyes or pulleys, they have to all
line up in the same direction, front-to-back. Please ignore the pulleys in the picture, I'm also
toying with making my own (for more about this, you can look on my website).

The last series of parts is the
centre spindle that holds everything
together. A piece of 8mm Ramin
dowel seemed strong and light
enough, along with some white felt
packers and washers. A convenient
plastic cotton-thread bobbin would
act as a spacer, since the Mk4 rig
suffered from the picavet being so
close to the camera to make it
difficult to see and press buttons.
The bottom of the spindle is drilled
and bamboo pegs glued in place,
and everything is held together by
a removable (home-made) spring
pin on the top.
Once everything is built up, all that
remains is to thread up the picavet
cords I've tried short & long lines,
and the Mk4 rig had a piece of cord
8.75m long Although it works fine,
when in use it's a bit long to reach
the kite-line anchor points and then
the camera (and avoid banging it
on the ground). So I settled on 8m,
which will give just under 1metrelong suspension lines. There is
also the question of the threading
order. Most people go with
opposite corners of the picavet,
making it hang in a cross-fashion
(in line with the kiteline). The
alternative is to work round the
picavet, which gives a 'X' picavet
orientation. It's easier on a
diagram, this is my threading
order...
The ends of the line are tied to the
front ring, and the order follows the
numbers, but remember to thread
the tiny centre ring on between
pulley 1 and pulley 2, unless you
use a split ring that can be added
afterwards. (This ring stabilises
lateral spin on the picavet)..

That's about it, apart
from some finetuning. Personal
preference will
dictate how to fix it
onto the kite line.
There are proprietary
spring-clips you can
buy, or spirally-wires
that wrap around the
kiteline, or as I do, two cord loops that attach by using a Prusik Hitch.
Then I Larkshead to the loops.
The distance below the kite is again preference, but will probably
also depend on the kite you're using. I tend to launch the kite first
and tether it at a suitably low height so that it continues to fly, but
allows me to comfortably attach the Picavet and set the camera
going. Then I loft the kite further to a height I want to start taking
pictures. The current weight of the Picavet is approximately 108
grams, with the Lumix GM1 with 12-32mm lens,with 12-32mm lens,
the weight increases to 389 grams, which can
easily be lifted by a medium delta or parasled.
Irrespective of the modifications, this rig is
considerably lighter than many proprietary
models, and is of course a fraction of the price if
you make it yourself.
There is more information on my website as I said
at the beginning, including more detail about
some stages, and some upgrades I’ve made.
I hope you’ve enjoyed reading the notes and it
has whetted your appetite.

Alan’s Website
https://alanpoxon.webs.com/

Kite related Quiz
Name this tune

Name this kite and the designer

What is this?

What is this?

Who gather in
cemeteries to
fly kites on
November 2nd?
What knot?
The __?__ Wind is a named wind in
Cumbria. A strong north-easterly wind
which blows down the south-west slope of
the Cross Fell escarpment. It is the only
named wind in the British Isles. It may take
its name from the cap of cloud which forms
above Cross Fell, known as the ____ Bar,
since a line of clouds over the fells can
predict and accompany a ____.

Who is this?
When was
“Clean Monday”
in 2020
In what song
did The Beatles
show an
interest in our
hobby?
What is x?

Where do Janggan originate from?
How many sides has a Barndoor?
What else might a Hibuse No Tako be used for?

Who is this and
what is his interest
in kites?

The word kite in different languages – and the origin of the word.

Language

Word

Meaning or origin

Polish

Latawiec

Flying demon

Spanish

Cometa

Comet

French

Cerf-volant

Flying stag

Dutch

Vlieger

Flier or aviator

Danish

Glente

To glide

Greek

Chartaetos

Paper eagle

German

Drachen

Dragon

Italian

Aquilone

Eagle

Ukrainian

Povitryanyy zmiy

Air snake

Portuguese

Papagaio

Parrot

Hungarian

Sarkany

Dragon

Icelandic

Flugdreka

Flying dragon

Finnish

Leija

To flow

Welsh

Barcud

Buzzard

Russian

Vozdushnyy zmey

Snake or serpent

ANSWERS

Let’s go fly a kite!

HQ Hoffmanns Bow Kite
By Rainer Hoffmann
Scissor Clip
Line Stop
Werner Bache
Helm Wind
Guatemalan kite fliers
Clean Monday 2 March
X = 45
For the benefit of Mr Kite
The Kite Runner is the first
novel by Afghan-American
author Khaled Hosseini
Bali
Six sides
Fire prevention

